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heoreticai work on c 
tition for space, like 
ematical ecolo,q 
generally, has followed a 
ry beginning with a basic 

model that predicts a population- 
level pattern in terms of some aver- 

enon arises from local interactions. 

work on ‘se~f”t~~~~lni~g~ in popu- 
trees that compete for 

nutrients, both of which 

ulation of sessile organ- 
ffects on survivor- 
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rule relates the number of trees in a population to its size 
~js~r~b~tio~. The size distribution of the population is char- 
acterized by the mean biomass, and the 312 power law of 
se~f-~bi~n~~g is that a log-log plot of biomass against num- 

has a slope of -312. E rical work has shown that the 

those of neighbor effects on the flnrtality of large trees”. 

distance. 

ants do not move aroun 
y of theoretical work (e, 

effects of growkh or recruitment on popu9ation size; for eX- 
le, they specify the co or the coexistence of 
or more species, or for istence of populations 

in a meta~o~~~at~o~x, or pre course of succession9. 
~atbema~~ca~ ecology in general has moved toward greater 

recognition of the effects of het- 
er0geneiQ ~ril ~~~~~~~io~ dynam- 
ics; theory on c~~~e~~~~o~ for 
space has joined in this trend. 

Territorial behavior, like popu- 
?ation dynamics, influences the 
distribution of individuals that 
compete Ear space. Ter~~~or~a~~~y 
was o~~~~~~~ly as the be- 
havior used to or capture 
space, $12 it is now recognized 
that a great diversity of beikMor, 

ut not restricted to de 
fense, Influences animals‘ use of 
space. Stamps’” has written an 
exceknt recent review of the lit- 
craturc 011 l~rr~~~r~~~~~y. The mailt 

not fixed parcels of real estate. In- 
stead, territories are the fluid out- 
come of be 
that detem 
settle and how long they stay, and 
produce tk conti&al adjustment 

on many characteristics 
age, size and sex, and on the fluctuating d~s~r~~utio~ of neigh- 

1 differences are ~rn~~~r~a~~. 

ends on their locations, 
and the interactions themselves modify the distributions of 
those locations’. 

fficdt to specify laow a spatial ~~s~r~~~~~~~ arises, 
~f~~c~~~y is related to, 2nd co~n~o~~~ed by, another 

QW to describe or to characterize a spatial distri- 
butionlz. We speak of ‘spatial patterns’ but t 
aspects of real spatial dislributions that we c 
~u~~~~~~~~ve~y. One is w 
in space at random or not, OR the scale of distances between 
nearest neighbors. Two types of non-random ~is~r~b~t~o~s 
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can $e &Qngui&ed: one in which the points tend to be far- 
ther away from each other, or more regularly spaced, than 
those distributed randomly; and Qne kl WhiCh the phl~s 

tend to be grouped into a few clumps. Regular spacing can 
arise from competition of neighboring ~~~~~~~a~s~ and such 
spacing is s~~~~i~~$ taken to be evidence of competition 
ior space. This notion has been tesked empirically in a great 
variety of organisms (e.g. Ref. 13). However. Pielou’, and 
others15 have shown that competition does not necessarily 
lead to regular spacing. 

ecent work shows that realistic predictions of spatial 
butions will require new, more sophisticated models 

(see reviews in Refs 8,16-l@. The work of the past 10 years 
shows that local conditions matter: spatial heterogeneity 
of reso~prces*~, effects of size or age StructurP, and tem- 

atterns arising from smafl random fluctuations?l~“, 
ngly influence population dynamics. In response, 

models are l~eing developed that explicitly consider more Of 
the ~~o~~l~a~i~~ dysmamic processes that could affect spatial 
distributions, and devr~te more attention to the rtfects !)I 
stochasticity. 

As models have become more rralistic, modeling meth- 
ods have grown more diverse. Comparing models has an 
important lesson: the way that a model treats space will 
determine its conclusions. Early population dynamics mod- 

r space were often set in a grid of cells 
racked the number of occupied cells as a 

interactions between neighbors. Real 
organisms do not occupy cells in a grid, though for some 
organisms this assumption is realistic en 
pirical work - for instance, ~re~~ctj~g the 
of age-structured plant populatior#. Lat 
been used to develop analytical methods such as pair- 
approximation to predict effects of neighbor interactions on 
nearest-neighbor distanceds. In the variety of approaches 
developed since Skellam’s pioneering work, Durrett and 
LevhP trace four ways of modelling spatial behavior: (I) as 
if all individuals mix fully with each nther; (2) as if relativePy 
tiny individuals diffuse in a large, c0nFinuous space; (3) as 
if space were divided into a collection of discrete patches: 
(4) as if individuals iNWe” around a lattice of point locations. 
Each ol these types 0 odel gives a different e~~l~~ib~~~ 
solution to the same p lem, because each treats space dif- 
ieti cGly. The implication is that the ways that real organisms 
OCCUPY and partition space on the local scale will strongly 
affect the dynamics and distributions of ~~~~~atio~s on a 
larger scale. This suggests that spatially explicit models are 
needed~~. 

h theoretical work that links territorial behavior and spa- 
tial d~str~bu~io~s of animal p 
have emerged: (1) economic 

ns, three a~~roaclles 

methods to predict individual 
thal use optimization 

or, then try to scale up 
atterns; (2) projections from individua]- 
stance, ellects of neighbors 011 growth 

p)i rccrraitment) to characterize the ~~)~~~~~ti~~~~~~ve~ &stri- 
bution that might resmlt; and (3) ~~y~~t~et~ 
of i~~~v~~~~~~~~ve~ be~~av~or that can be sp7 

escr~~t~o~s 

the observed ~o~~fat~o~-~eve~ pattern. 
to produce 

Economic models of territorial behavior outline the costs 
and benefits of some aspect of ter~~to~fa~ behavior. such as 
territory size2se? The models seek to determine what terrf- 
torial behavior WOUM be optimal for inditiduals, given the 

resources available from a territory and the costs of defend- 
ing it, Early models indivi as independent of 
each other. Subsequ els of e a game-tbeoret~~ 
approach: there is a set of alternative ways each individual 
might behave, and the costs and benefits of each alternative; 
for any i~di~~ua~, depend on the frequency of that behavior 
in the population. 

Most economic models of territorial behavior are not 
icting the spatial distr ion of a popu- 
ind~~~uai behavior. there are im- 

ortani exceptions. The ideal free distribu is the spatial 
istribution that would ensue if all ~~divi~~ais were com- 

pletely informed about the resolirces available throughout 
the habitat (i.e. if ~nfo~maFio~ were ‘ideal’), and if all indi- 
vid~ds were able to move anywhere (i.e. ‘free’), such that 
every ~~~d~v~~~a~ ends up with the same amount of resources. 
The ‘ideal despotic distribution’ takes account territor- 
ial behavior, in which some individual 
occupying s0me regions (e.g. the reg 
sources>. This leads to a different spatial 
:Pme ideal free”“. 

Empirical tests of economic mo els of territorial behav- 
ior have remonstrated the importance of local con 
The costs and benefits of an ~~div~dua~‘s territorial b 
are related to the resources from its territory, and 
resources vary in time and oreover, needs for re- 
sources vany during an indi etirne. This means it is 
not simple to extend mode at the optimal indivi 
should do, to determine the various different ways individ- 
uals shouid behave if they respond optimally to the fluctu- 

further question of w 

and experimental studies has enable 
mating and territorial behavior of 
spatial distribution of 
pends on territory size 
tial variation of food re 
vary in reproductive investment, and because food avail- 
ability varies greatly in space, an economic model yields no 

ulation as a conse- 

~rQ~ec~i~~ from observed individual behavior to 
population-levelpatlern 

A second approach uses data on the observed mave 
and use of space of ~nd~v~~~als, to predict the resulting spa- 

Rout reference to 

amor. The effects QP 

in age, sex, size, duration of residence and so on, and may 
he re- 
inter- 
o pro- 

ject the dynamics of spatial distributions in the population. 



preach is my study of seed-eating 

zona desert, IJSA. 
use depends on colony . A colony lives for 
years, and age and size the colony grows 
in numbers of ants, for the first five years, when it 

reach& a stable size and begins to reproduceQ-“4. Neigh- 
bors interact when foragers of the two colonies meet, so 
spatial interactions between colonies are related to the con- 
figuration, which shifts from day to day, of each colony’s for- 

e population 

and this depends on the sizes of a colony and its neighbors. 

al-level spatial behavior to a 
rn offers a way to investigate 

empirically the processes that determine spatial patterns. 
Such models show ~~a~t~~a~~v~ly how smalP changes in indi- 
vidual space use will influence the resulting popialation- 
level pattern. Diffusion models have been used very suc- 
cessfuPPy in this way3i-:J!J. For example, While 01 al. I11 used a 
reaction-diffusion model to describe the ind 
ior that might produ 
observed in the field 
Minnesota, USA. The model uses four aspects of an Individ- 
ual wolf’s behavior: dispersal for foraging, avoidance of 
scent marks left by another pack, attraction to familiar scent 
marks, and movement back to the den. The results show 
how the details of individual movement, such as whether 
wolves travel directly back lo the den after foraging, can 
determine the distribution of a population of wolf 
Further empirical work is needed to test whether real wolves 

ually behave as individuals do in the model. If so. then 
model shows how the territorial and foraging behavior 
ndividual Swolves at a local scale determine distances 

between packs in a population. 

form (such as Huxley’s 
crowded elastic disks). 

anal’s territorial behavior contributes 
must link individual behavior to the spati 
lations. The legacy of 20 years of work on competition 
space, mostly by plant ecologists, is a theoretical perspec- 
tive we could learn from in developing studies of territorial 
animals. 

r, M. Brown, I K. Horam, 
?. Roughgarden and D. Wagner greatly improvers 
the manuscript. 
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Recent commontories in TREE by WiilIilms El aI. ! 
and PerringS? present 0 this versus-that 
perspective on blocliversity thai obscures not 
only useful common ground but also possible 
limitations of eco!ogical services as incentives for 
biodiversity protection. 

Williams et 51. respond to Perrings’ claimed 
consensus that ‘the main value of 
biodivcrsity...is...derived from the role of a 
combination of species in supportmg specrfic 
ecological services’, by substituting their own 
characterization of rhe ‘most widely held value of 
brodwersity’ as that residing in ‘the variety of 
expressed genes or characters among organisms’. 
But thar counter-claim and their assertion that 
‘ecological services should not be conflated with 
biodiversity’ neglects Pcrrings’ argument? (also 
presented in the I;/obaf Btodiversfty Assessrllcnt 0 

that biodiversity’s value IS ‘derived tram’ 
ecological Servtc~S bccausc biodlvcrsity prflvldcs 
inSurancc value related to ccosystcm rcsllience. 

Broadly, more spcc~es WIII ~mplv gteatcr 
insurance value. Beyond that, the expecter! 
contribution oF a given species to insurance 
value depends on its particular properties”. 
In practice. the corresponding degree to 
which B Species is not redundant’ but rather 
complementary3 to others may be Inferred 
from functional patterns (e.g. whether the 
species is the sole representative of a functional 
group, or increases some other measure of 
functional divers@). 

IF insurance value IS recognized as a form of 
option value”. and phylogenettc pattern IS 
substituted for functional pattern in the above 
descnption, there is a striking similarity to the 
feature diversity/opbon value framework” 7 
endorsed by Williams and colleagues’,H9. Both 
endeavour to keep optrons open In the face of 
Incomplete lknowledg~ by ‘maxirnlzing’ btodlversltf 
at the level of pRylogenctic/functional diversity, 
60th are aiS0 accompanied by ~~r~~spoRdi~~ 
‘biospecifics’ efforts - determining that a specific 
Species deserves high priority because It has a 
sl?eCrk Propet?y, supporting a specific service. 

Ecoiogical services are therefore ‘conRated’ 
with biodiversity (contra Williams et a/.), through 
the link with resilience-based optlon value. But 
this link does cast doubt on how effectively 
ecofogical Sedces can provide the incentives, 

optlmistlcally antlctpated by Perrir gs’, for 
!~od~~,e:srty pro!cctlon within mdiwidual regions. 
Even 17 msurance value IS accepted as a strong 
incentive. it rrtay prlonhze Spec~cs differently from 
other forms of optlon value, and SC not guarantee 
overall blodtverslty protection. Also troublmg is the 
reteroncc bv Perrings? to ‘specific tcologlcal 
S~IVICL’S’. as lhls nlay ~rnply an incentive to protect 
only those specific species that are judged 
adequate to maintain those specific servlceS, 
Management of individual regions for resilience 
then may be more about biospecifics than 
biodlversity. 

Williams ef af.‘s unease about Ilnking 
biodiversity value primarlly to ecological services 
may be justified, not because ecological services 
have no place m princ!ple on the bandwagon of 
blodlverslty, but because in practice mamtaining 
speclftc key servtces is largely the concern of that 
important but relatively bland-wagon of 
biosgecifil;. If maintenance of eeolngtcal SelvIccs 
consequently 15 not much of an ~ncer~t~ie loi 
protecting all forms of optlon value tn a region. the 
challenge IS to recogmse and take advantage of 
common ground In thr us2 of ‘pattern dlvcrslty ; IJ 
in order to combmr dN(:ront asscssmentS of 
OptIon VdlLlC. 
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We are pleased that Dan Faith agrees with our 
central point’ that, Matever t/iefr reelacve 
popularity, 11 IS imponant to recognize the 
d~stmctto~~ between. on Ilie one hand, the value of 
blodrversity that comes from an expected 
insurance value of variety?, and on the other, the 
value of ecosystem services3 that are provided by 
presenriy identifiable ‘biospeclfics’. Contrary to his 
assertions. however. we were careful not slmpBy to 
substitute one value for another (a social 
question), but merely to distinguish between the 
two (a biological question). 

We are pleased also to see agreement on the 
use of pattern for predicting the distributron Of 
characters of value, whether they be genetic, 
morphological or functional*. One of the problems 
w11h choosmg to value funetional characters 
(e.g. those providing ecosystem services) is in 
recognirlng them: there are so many of them, they 
have both spatial and temporal dynamics. and 
they can often be subtle We have consldered 
possible uses of functlonal patterns, for example, 
based on dietary similarity”. However, genealogical 
pattern was considered likely to be more robustly 
predictive of valued characters (including 
functiona characters) than our simple 
functlon-based classification, if valued characters 
were inherited, because the pattern model 
(genealogy) could then be linked with a general 
process model (descent with modification). 

Perrings and Faith argue that common ground 
between incentives for diversttv and ecological 
service protection might be found by shifting the 
emphasis within ecological service value towards 
Insurance for future ecosystem resilience (in the 
sense of capacity to absorb disturbance). 
However, because the insurance va!ue lies in 
vartety whereas the value of present services lies 
in fewer ‘biospecifics’ as agreed above, it IS 
unllhely tlmt protection for both can be maxml7ecl 
simultaneously. Thus, lwhile emphasizing 
resilience may strengthen the insurance-based 
arguments for conserving biodiversity for some 
people. for others, the consequent de-emphasis of 
present ecological service value will not promote 
consensus. 

This discussion serves to highlight an important 
question: is there a conflict between maintaining 
ecological services in the present and in the 
future? It is not clear that the ‘biospecifics’ with 


